THE BEIT’S PROJECT ECOLOGICAL CHARTER
THE BEIT PROJECT IS INCREASINGLY TRYING TO BE MORE RESPECTFUL TOWARDS THE ENVIRONMENT AND
TO DEVELOP AN ETHICAL COHERENCE.

ECO COMMITMENTS: To produce less waste, reduce the material needed, recycle or
reuse the used equipment, reduce the unnecessary travelling, dissemination: to include
ecology as an urgent social issue and the need to safeguard our common environment
to minimize the struggle for resources, because talking about the relationship with others
in a common environment is also talking about ecology and respect for that
environment.
- People displacement:
- - Long-term enhancement of local and regional teams: To be able to count on
several coordinators and facilitators who are familiar with the project that can take
turns from one year to the next and supervise the newcomers..
- Local and regional teams training at the formation of local teams.
- Use of communication tools (Skype…) to minimize displacements.
- To promote travel by train, if necessary.
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- Printed material and paper :
- Sheet 1 under plastic for reuse on all sessions.
- To print the essentials of the pedagogical material (do the printing in 2
steps/recover and classify the unused material).
- To find a use (recycling) of cards number 2 and 3 when used.
- How not to discard cards number 2 and 3 after each use? Ideas: Use more
tablets as a work tool. Maybe go back to the idea of the notebook that each
student brings certain points? Group the sheets by class and make a notebook
that the teacher keeps?
- Print on recycled material
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- The Beits:
- Transportation: Rotate them by regions: North, East and South.
- Transportation: Make the Beits lighter.
- Use natural or ecofriendly materials with the environment.
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- Audiovisual Material:
- Protect it to the maximum to avoid breakage and buy solid equipment.
- When changing the type of equipment, old working equipment will be offered to
associations that may need it, or it will be resold.
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During the Sessions:
- - The ecology must be disclosed also through subjects that we generally address:
avoid wars that are ecological disasters, fight for equal rights and rights of access to
resources, fight for a more equitable world with more sharing because we are more
and more numerous and the gaps of the wealth are each time bigger and will
generate each time more conflicts.
Practical idea :
- - Arrange a Beit trash (unfolded cardboard, ayuntamiento trash type, with project
logo and ECO engagements + text).

